EXPERIENCE ART TRAIL TENDER:

NORTH WALSHAM
& DILHAM CANAL
SITE INFORMATION AND CONTEXT

|

LOCATION:

North Walsham NR28 9QG
GRID REFERENCE:

TG 31188 29850
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Link >>
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Introduction
This section of the north walsham and dilham canal was transformed by its owner laurie
ashton, who sadly passed away recently. He dedicated 20 years of his life to opening up the
area as A waterway for the community, creating somewhere for people to come and relax. He
cleared silt, laid 60,000 bricks by hand, to restore bacton wood lock and undertook extensive
renovations to make the area the haven it is today.
Wild swimmers, model boaters, canoers, families, anglers and walkers are attracted to the
site and north walsham and dilham canal trust volunteers upkeep the area with great care,
seeing it as a ‘green gym’, a place for enhancement of personal wellbeing. During the
pandemic this harmonious spot has experienced an increased number of visitors, celebrating
its wildlife (bats, swallows, water voles, 80-90 different types of birds and A wide variety of
naturally occurring fish), nature, peace, fauna and flora.
Laurie was the owner of the canal and a brilliant engineer. Applications are invited for
artworks that celebrate laurie’s vision for the area.
The final artwork will be subject to planning permission. Creative giants will work with
successful artists to gain pre-application advice and prepare planning applications before
the final application is made.
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Site Considerations
There are two site options to choose from – one land based & one water based

Option 1: The Ridge

Option 2: In the Canal itself

The canal is part of the Norfolk Way walking route
and can be reached by cycle, foot or canoe.

This is a landscape/water setting - the artwork

Alternatively, pending cost/logistics the piece

will be set on a flat grassy ridge leading to

could be positioned afloat on the

There is a small car park onsite and another due

the spillway (weir), with the Canal on one side and

water (anchored).

to be created. The site is close to a non-busy road.

It would need to be positioned sensitively in the

This location is a 6 minute drive, 14 minute cycle

The grassy ridge could be reinforced to allow

canal to avoid obstructing passing boats /

and 44 minute walk from North Walsham town.

wheelchair access and never becomes

canoes.

a slope down to the soak dike on the other.

Some access and plant equipment could be

particularly muddy.
The water is 5ft6” deep (167.64cm). The level

offered to support the commission build: a

The artwork at this site will need to be tall enough

remains constant despite rain, it is always within

dredger is available (carries up to

to be seen over the reeds.

2.5 inches (6.35cm) of this height.

0.25 Tonne), a land based digger (about 12 Tonne), and a boat (carries up to 2 Tonnes).

The water is in good condition, clean and has
a slow, but constant flow.

Graham Pressman (Boating Officer) is happy to
provide technical advice and support to the artist.

The bottom of the canal is made up of silt
over ‘pudding clay’ hence any water artwork
would need to be anchored afloat, not collect rain
water and be hydrodynamically stable.
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Artwork Brief
Create one permanent artwork (minimum of 10

if it is situated in the Canal itself. The piece would

years) situated on the grassland (maximum area

require marine environment appropriate

10ft x 10ft/3m x3m) or in the middle of the water

materials.

(maximum area 10ft x 10ft / 3m x 3m).
A light/illuminated installation is a possibility, but
Reflect the canal’s industrial heritage.

this would need to be in agreement with local
residents.

Use an engineering bias in the artwork’s
construction (rather than creating an abstract

A water operated feature, e.g. mill wheel is a

form).

possibility, using wind or solar power.

Explore the history of the Norfolk northern

Use of audio is not advised/there is caution

river wherries, their usage both for cargo and as

against.

the earliest pleasure craft (1870s) used on the
Broads plus others that have used the

Any multimedia elements would need to be

canal (e.g. the dredger that laid here for many

powered by solar energy.

years).
Wifi signal is generally stable from the Vodafone
The piece needs to be robust and stable due to

network.

young people potentially climbing on it, especially
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Local Considerations

Context

25% of visitors to North Walsham & Dilham Canal are not local.
There are lots of return visitors.

The North Walsham and Dilham Canal is a waterway in the English
county of Norfolk.

This well-loved location can be teeming with people, in the water
(swimming, water bombing, boating, paddle boarding, canoeing,
passenger boating and fishing) and sitting on the surrounding
banks.

Read Trust magazine Quagmire for further information about the
latest ambitions for the area.
The canal served six water mills, located along its banks and much
of the present local mill buildings date from 1747.

Fish have increased by 17% per year, naturally.
The site is close to North Walsham, a town which would benefit
economically from increased tourism.
The Canal Trust has its own website and facebook page with over
2500 followers.
QR codes are used on site for local fishermen and other visitors to
donate £3 per visit to support the build of a proposed toilet and
potentially for other expenses.

Bacton Wood mill, a little further upstream was home of civil
engineer, Sir William Cubitt (1785-1861), who invented the selfregulating windmill sail, prison treadmill, was the Engineer of
the Haddiscoe Cut and several major railway constructions.
As well as transporting materials to and from and powering the
mills, the canal carried whale bones for the bone mills,
carried various cargoes for local businesses and agricultural
products. Its last commercial use was in 1934.
Nearby town North Walsham was involved in the Peasants' Revolt of
1381. The peasants' leaders were defeated at the Battle of North
Walsham.
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As part of the millennium celebrations, ten mosaics were
commissioned, showing scenes of the Peasants' Revolt and the
Great Fire of North Walsham, and a picture of a Norfolk wherry.
North Walsham's park features an oak tree sculpture
commemorating the Battle of the Peasants Revolt and the
Agricultural Workers Union being founded in the town in 1906.
The Great Fire of North Walsham took place on 25 June 1600. The fire
was devastating and destroyed 118 homes, seventy shops, the
market cross, and market stalls.
Since the millpond at Ebridge has been cleared and rewatered by the
Old Canal Company, belonging to Julie and the late Laurie Ashton,
with the help of volunteers, there has been a significant increase in
the types of wildlife observed at the location.
The area through which the canal flows is at risk of flooding, and this
is mitigated by the actions of the Broads Internal Drainage Board.
7 surprising facts about North Walsham.
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Character Profile & Survey Responses
Public Considerations Revealed By Our
Survey
“It would be nice to have an installation the public can add to.
Perhaps some digital art?”
“Please create opportunities for locals to assist with the creation.
Young people in the area would be very interested in helping out.”
“Our house will be underwater in 40 years' time. Arts projects like
this are great but a looming fear of losing our communities hangs
over them and takes the edge off enjoying the place now.”
”Protect everything! Air quality, biodiversity, the soil, insects...more
tree cover and the chalk reef.”
“Accessibility to all, so fully inclusive for those with different
physical needs, chronic health needs, sensory needs, neurological
needs and communication needs.”

Write a short dating advert for the wider
North Norfolk region
‘Sexy, lush, well formed. I like adventure, the outdoors and the
occasional fireside chill out. I am looking for someone to appreciate
what I have to offer, to cherish, love and bring fun and laughter into
my life.'
'... I am seeking new energies and directions, I know I need to shift
with the times to provide for those in my care. I'd like to meet
someone who values the past and nature as much as I do but who
can help me see new paths that will protect and enable me.'

“In Medieval and Tudor times North Norfolk was, outside (of) London, the
most populated and wealthy part of England. Norfolk is also...home to
many men and women who swam successfully against the tide.”
“We have a one hundred million year old chalk reef that is the longest in
the world!”
“We have one of the rarest water-plants growing at Calthorpe Broad
nature conserve: the Water Soldier.”

“Warham Camp...is Norfolk's best example of an Iron Age Fort.”

'Looking for someone to put that spring in my step.'

“Runners-next-the-Sea is a brilliant growing community group,

“Is there anything to appeal to children?”
'The land of the free on the hunt for treasure on the A149.'
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“Not many people know about the tunnels in North Walsham.”

'Modern character sought to complement historic partner - must
be open to change, architecturally alluring, friendly...and optimistic
about the future.'

'Provincial, philistine, in denial…’

“The coast is most at risk. This needs to be a priority. We also have
a low lying landscape so flooding remedies need to be promoted
and acted upon.”

Untold Stories

“We have the 4th oldest footprint in the WORLD!!!”
“Witches' stones can be found on the beaches.”

encouraging people to start running...they are vital for many people's
physical and mental wellbeing, and have adapted brilliantly over the
pandemic.”
“Fakenham is the home of Black Shuck Gin. A locally made gin that comes
in a variety of flavors. Black Shuck is a ghostly black dog with fiery eyes
who is said to roam the coastline and countryside of (East Anglia).”
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IF THE WIDER NORTH NORFOLK
REGION WAS A PERSON, HOW
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THEM?

|
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What Is Missing?

restore...soil...health and promote

“Planters in green areas for locals to

biodiversity.) Reintroduce local

grow vegetables...a town allotment

“Art that isn't about Norfolk

species of insects, birds, amphibians

scheme”

wildlife/landscape”

and mammals that have

“Reclaim areas of agricultural land &

disappeared”

re-wild them...increase the network

“Diversity of humans and opinion”

of footpaths to link up villages”

“Make more spaces about people,
communities and families”
“A connection with the rest of the

“An effective challenge to climate
change for historic villages which

“More recycling facilities...sea

have been prone to flooding”

defenses, flooding infrastructure,
green energy, more wild swimming

country”
“Queer involvement and visibility”

areas”

social division, more community

“More broad ranging disability and

“More variety of entertainment”

engagement”

health needs access, for everything”

“Greater community cohesion, less

“Education about the need to rewild,
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“Environmentally sensitive farming

“Things for teenagers and young

(reducing pesticides,

adults to do away from screens”

protect hedges, cliff edges”
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Aspirations
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“A leader in green technologies,
full of hope and ambition”

discrimination and differences”
“Underwater if we don't act NOW”
“Boundaries between rich and poor
blur as more attention is focused
“A place where locals and
“A place where people come - not on community”
newcomers can grow and develop
just in the summer - to enjoy and
in harmony...adapting to future
explore the landscapes and
“Different environmental
needs including climate change
history”
innovations to increase
and population growth”
sustainability for the rest of the
“Diverse communities, racially,
United Kingdom, using new
“Create more wild spaces”
queer and age. On the national map innovations in farming technology”
for brave art exhibitions and
“Imagine - flooded, devoid of
theatre”
“Part of Europe culturally and
wildlife, built up. Hope - full of art,
socially”
connected by IT to the wider
“Freely celebrating diversity”
world”
“To have massively got a grip on
“Being an inclusive and accepting wildlife and environmental
society of everyone without
preservation”
|
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